Rate Management brings order to your rate structures, no matter how complex your data, tables or transport options are. Our new Rate Management is your central data hub in the organization. It processes complex rate structures, surcharges and alternative transport options in next to no time.

Industry Challenges:

- **Different needs and level of knowledge:** Showing complex information understandably to users with different needs and highly differentiating logistics knowledge, e.g. users from:
  - sales team
  - accounting
  - procurement
  - logistics

- **Infrastructure:**
  Giving access to central rate information worldwide, across different sites and departments to a huge number of verified users

- **Data quality and timeliness:** Keeping a variety of often volatile data on a daily basis, correctly and comprehensible for every site and every relation

Rate Management Features:

- **MANAGING RATES**
  Handling of all freight rates and surcharges

- **CENTRAL DATA HUB**
  Storage of rates in one central place

- **MULTIPLE CURRENCIES**
  Storage in different currencies incl. exchange rates

- **HANDLING OF FILES**
  Easy upload and download of Excel / CSV Files

- **REVISION CONTROL**
  Full control and traceability over any charges to rates and table structures

- **SINGLE SIGN-ON**
  Gain access to our connected system without using different usernames or passwords

- **MULTIPLE LANGUAGES**
  Available in 26 languages

- **FLEXIBLE TABLE STRUCTURES**
  Easy and flexible configuration of tables and structures such as adding or deleting of columns

- **PERFORMANCE INCREASE**
  Shippers with large and highly complex table structure will profit from higher speed & better performance
Rate management as your central data hub

HOW IT WORKS:
1. Import your data e.g. via Excel
2. Get rates and use rates for your Tenders
3. Supply external teams with access to certain rate information, e.g. Sales
4. Benefit from a consistent processes between transport assignment and the allocation of freight rates
5. Use and process rate data in your ERP
6. Provide rates for automatic invoice audit or self-billing

“The new Rate Management is the perfect solution for all companies which use and maintain large numbers of freight rates”
— Purchase Manager, Chemical Production Company

Benefits
- Central data storage of complex data structures
- Quick access to standardized information
- Increased transparency on freight rates
- Compliance through revision and user rights management
- Simple analysis of rate histories
- Access control and authorization management
- Automated currency conversion of freight rates
- Fully integrated process between transport assignment and allocation of freight rates

INTERESTED TO FIND OUT MORE?
Contact us at innovations@transporeon.com